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T
here’s a certain glow that comes from having spent 
the previous evening en deshabille with someone 
– or with no clothes at all, frankly – especially when 
he knows exactly what he’s doing, and how to go 
about doing it. Imagine, then, how brightly you’d 

shine if you placed yourself in the expertly skilled hands of ‘The 
Doctor’ at Her Private Pleasures in New York City: a specialist in 
sensual, Tantric-inspired erotic massage, and one of the most 
closely guarded contacts of pleasure-seeking women in the 
city since 2004.

While The Doctor – a polite, articulate individual who 
describes himself as a “fit, good-looking, white educated 
professional in my mid-forties, youthful and clean-cut with 
dark hair and hazel eyes” – isn’t in possession of a medical 
degree, he boasts a detailed knowledge of the female body 
that translates into his unique brand of touch-therapy. Details 
on Her Private Pleasures’ website never stray into explicit detail, 
but take note that the treatment offered (payment takes the 
form of a modest donation) is thoroughly hands-on and highly 
intimate – so if you make an appointment, be sure to know 
exactly what sort of pleasure you’re going to get. 

“I’ve always been a giver, and from my earliest intimate 
experiences, I’ve always taken great pleasure in seeing that 
my partners were thoroughly satisfied,” The Doctor explains, 
when asked how he discovered this particular talent of his. “I 
guess you can say I have an intuitive sense of touch: there’s 
an energy I can feel build up in women as I massage, tease 
and explore their bodies with my hands. The more clients I 
see, the better I get at it.”

Having started his ‘clinic’ just “as a lark”, The Doctor quickly 
became the go-to guy in New York for adventurous, open-
minded women: “As someone who’s always been curious and 
open to new carnal experiences, it just seemed like a fun thing 
to do. One day, I posted a doctor/patient role play ad in the 
Craigslist personals. I really didn’t expect to get a response, but 
apparently I tapped into a fantasy many women harbour. 

“The ad I placed was written in a very seductive, witty and 
intelligent way which obviously struck a chord, as evidenced by 
the number of women who responded to it. It all kind of grew 
from there. I’d dress up in a lab coat looking very doctor-ish, and 
women would come over, receive a full body ‘examination’ on 
my massage table before receiving a great sensual massage as 
curative therapy – all done as good fun between consenting 
adults. That’s how I became known as ‘The Doctor’. A few years 
ago, I dropped the role play scenario to focus exclusively on 
providing great total-body massages with a sensual touch, 
which was what most women were seeking.”

There’s certainly no doubt that The Doctor knows exactly 
what women want when it comes to pleasure – there are 
numerous testimonials on his website from women praising 

his professionalism and sensitive approach (not to mention 
his “magic touch”). “For most, this is a very new and different 
experience, and they’re really not quite sure what to expect,” he 
says. “I understand women are nervous. It’s natural. That’s why 
before each session, I take a few minutes to chit-chat with each 
client, answer their questions, and explain what will transpire 
over the course of the hour. I want to reassure them that the 
session is all about their pleasure, comfort and boundaries.”

 If you’re wondering what sort of women tend to pay Her 
Private Pleasures a visit, you might be surprised at the diversity, 
too: “While I’ve serviced some truly gorgeous women over the 
years, the vast majority of my clients are ‘the girl next door’. 
Primarily, they are hardworking, stressed-out professionals 
in their 20s through 50s who are looking to be sensually 
pampered without the expectation of reciprocation. What 
they’re seeking is a safe, respectful and exhilarating experience 
where they’re free to indulge natural healthy desires. And that’s 
exactly what I offer.”

Even if you’re anxious that you might not reach the sort of 
climactic ending where the earth shakes and the skies move 
(as the rather overused trope goes), The Doctor is quick to 
reassure that pleasure takes many different forms, as he’s 
discovered over the years. “While I always do my best to see 
that a client leaves satisfied, I make no guarantees. The human 
body, especially women’s bodies, are very mysterious things. 
Everyone is wired a little differently, responding in different 
ways to different modes of touch. Some like it fast and hard, 
some slow and gentle. For some, only the intense pulses of a 
vibrating body massage device will do the trick. 

“In the hour I have, my job is to figure out what’s doing 
it for each client. Most of the time I am successful, and the 
session could very well bring about multiple waves of intense 
pleasure. But for others, reaching those peaks may be a real 
challenge and may require extra time and attention, which is 
fine. When I encounter these situations, usually it’s an issue the 
client has been contending with throughout her life, and the 
reason they’ve come to see me in the first place. Even if I’m 
unsuccessful in helping them reach that elusive happy place, 
the session can still be immensely pleasurable nonetheless.”

Really, it’s the epitome of perfect service – when you’re 
happy, The Doctor is happy. “It’s extremely satisfying to know 
that I’ve done something to make another human being feel 
good inside and out. Seeing a woman smiling, content and 
happy at the ending of the massage validates the importance 
and necessity of my work. Women have told me I am providing 
a much needed service that they’ve been seeking for a long, 
long time without knowing where to find it.”
Keen to visit The Doctor on your next trip to NYC? Visit www.
HerPrivatePleasures.com to for further session details or to 
make an appointment. 

In the Big Apple, your best bet for a gratifying evening 
isn’t necessarily standing at the nearest bar or even in 
the city’s hottest club – there’s a very special Doctor in a 
quiet corner of midtown Manhattan who knows exactly 
the right spots to hit TEXT RENYI LIM
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